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.1 ~ INTRODUCTION, 

l-1hat mí-ghc happen when two massive nuclei snash itoge ther vat 
extremely high energies -' say at abouthundreds GeV per nuc
leon? Nobody knows it fqr sure up to now; the answer should 
be 'found in exper iments , therefore! 

But,the ·consensus' conclusion i s , based on theretical .spe
eu1ations, that if enpugh ~ner~y is ~umped luto a nucleus, . 
-normal Iy considered as a loosely bound ..col Lec t i on of nucleons, 
it will eventually transform into a new state: nUêl~ons will 
10se their separate identity and [use together int-othe quark
g1uon-plasma or quàrk-gluon-matter, or quagma . 

.Acc~r-d ing to quanturilchromodynamics, quarks an~ g1uo7s can " 
ex í.st; a.n some bound .states - hadrons, as a hadroni.e ga s 1/; 
a specific form of the hadronic gas isknown as the intranuc'" 
Lear or nucleàr matter - .a collection of nuc l eons i-rt atomic 
nuc í i , Many physicist:s be 1 ieve it can be transformed intoé 

a plasma consisti~g~f quarks and gluons. Under some con4i
tions the transition 

Hadronic gas '* Quagma (1) 

is predicted., therefore. Two transitions areconsidered: 
a) decanfinement transitionj b} chiral ~ransiti~n. The calcu
lations of the thermodynamics of quark-gluon systems were per
formed within the frames of two a~proaches ~ continuum ap
proach/2-41 and lattice approach/ ,6/. 

The transition (1) is expected to be realized, at intra
nuclear ma-tter density e: much bigher as the intranucleon mat
ter density EN is. The ~ean intranuclear matter density is 
< Eo > ~ 0.17 GeV/fm3jthe intranucleon TIatter density is 
E ~-o.5 ~eV/fm3. . . 
N The burning questions arose, therefore: How it is possible 

to pump energy into a nuc1eus and create the quagma state of 
intranuc1ear matter?; Whether the cond i t on necessary for tbeí 

creation can be reached or not in-hadron-nucleus or nuc1eus
nucleus collisions. 

In my opinion, the passage of a s1ng1e had~on and then the 
passage of'a nucleus through intranuclear matter shou1d be 
.first recogniz€d accurately byexperiments, in order. to ob
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tain answers to the questions above. The subject matter in 
this paper are, therefore: a short review of experimental in
formation about hadrons and nuc1ei passages through intranuc
1ear matter; a short ana1ysis of experimental data on hadron
nuc1~us and nuc1eus-nucleus co11isions at various energies, 
from the point of view of their app1icabi1ity for the prob1ems 
in questiono 

The purpose 1S to estab1ish some conditions at'wliich quark
gluon matter might be obtained in 1aboratories, in high energy 
co11isions of 'massive nue1ei, and whether it i8 possib1e to 
obtain it this way at ail. In contrast to other works; where' 
the problem was discussed theoretic~lly - on the basis of mo
deIs containing free pararneters, the discussion' here is on the 
pure1y ~xperimenta1 ground, without app1ication of ~riy of such 
modé1s:'Coriclusive data on hadton~nucleus co11isions wére ob
t~lned by mearis· of the target núc1eus app1ied as'fine'detector 
of t.he properties of the nucleoÍl. emi.ss í.on and tpar t i.c l e produc
tion processes in hadrorr-nuc l.eus co1lisipns/7- 1.2/ . Appropriate 
data on nuc1eus-nuc1eus collisions, obtained by various groups 
of physic{sts, compared'with the hadron-nucleus collision data 
from our experiments provide inform~tion which allows one to 
concIude about the mechanism of the 'nucleus-nucleus co Tl í s í on 
pr~cess. This'way conclusions can be obtained concernirtg the 
passages of'high energy nuclei through intranuclear matter." 

" 

2'.	 EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THE ANALYSIS,
 
OF TREM IN AN ASPECT DF THE PROBLEMS
 
IN QUE,~TION
 

The passages of hadrons through intranué1ear matter have 
been s tud í ed in experimeilts in p í.on-xenon nucl eus' collisions 
at 2-9 GeV/ c momentum/7- 12/ - in the xenon bubble chamber s;: 
in pro t on co Ll.i sions with nuclei in emul s í.ons a t 4.5 GeV/c 
momentum/ 13/, at 300 GeV/c momentum/ 14/, at 200 and 400 GeV/c 
mómentà/ 15/, and in pion col1isions with atomic nuelei in emul
sions at 50 and 200 GeV/c moinenta/ 15/. The characteristic pro
perty of the passages is the accompaniment of intensive emis
sion from target nuclei of fast nucleons - with kinetic ener
gies from about; 20 up to about 500 MeV - wi thout ei ec t on ofí 

particles which could be produced, without produced pions in 
particular/8,13/. 

As concerns the passages of nuc1ei through nuc1ei, the 
experimental data are indirect and less conclusive. They 'can 
be obtaíned from comparlison of" charac'ter í.s t i c s of the emi.as i on 
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of fast nucleons from target nuclei in nucleus-nucleus col1i
sions and 'corresportding characteristics of such nuc1eons emit
ted from the target nuclei in ~adron passages thr~ugh intra
nuclear matter observed in hadron-nucleus collisiDns. First 
direct information about "nonpion production interaction pro
cess observed in 160-emulsion interaction at '2.1 GeV/c/n and 
12C-emulsion interaction at 4.5 GeV/c/n ll is published this 
year/ 16 / . 

1.	 Hadron-Nucleus Collisions 

There are no indications that superdence intranuclear mat
ter is or can be produced in had r on-muc Leus col1isions. Inci
dent hadrons lose their kinetic energies, in passing through 
intranuc1ear Matter, proportionally to the intranuc1ear matter 
1ayer thickness À covered - simi1arly as electica11y charged 
particles lose their energy in materiaIs due to the ionization 
energy 10ss, but here the energv loss is due to t~e nuclear 
forces; the energy 10ss ~Eh is/ 9/ : 

~Eh = Eh . À,	 (2) 

where ~ is the hadron b energy loss in GeV/(nuc1/S),for pions 
Eh ;: Err = 0.180 GeV/(nuc1/S) and for protons EtI = E 
= 0.360 GeV/(nucl/S), S ~ lO fm2, 

À is in nucleons/~. For the 
mean thickness <~> in nucleons/S of the target nuc1eus, the 
mean energy 10ss < ~h > GeV is: 

< 6Eh > = Eh • <À>;	 (3) 

for the maximum thickness, ~x in nucleons/S, of the target 
nucleus - when the hadron passes through the nuc1eus a10ng 
its diameter~ 

~Ehmax = Eh • Àmax ;: Eh· D.	 (4) 

At energies .af the incident hadrons lower than ~'D(A), where 
D(A) is the target nucleus diameter for a nucleus with the 
mass number A, the energy 10ss 6Eh i8 l~w€r. 

The observed effect which the hadron energy loss in intra
nuclear matter is accompanied by i-s the emission of the fast 
nucleons; the emission is determined for a given hadronic pro
jecti1e by the target nucleus size and nuc1eon density distri 
bution in it. In particular - the mean number <TIp> of the 
emitted p~otons equals: 
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z - <À.> 
<n > = - <x..>S (1 - e <À.t» (5)

P A ' 

where <x..> in nueleons/S is the mean thiekness of th~ target 
nucleus, <À.t> in nucleons/S equals <À.t> = l/Ot and 0t is the 
total hadron-nueleon cross section in S per nueleon, S~IO fm2 

. 

The relation (5) holds for alI hadrons up to energies roet in 
experiments, wheíe accelerator beams or eosmie ray partieles 
were applied/ 7,B . 

The mean and maximum values of energies lost by pions and 
protons in their passages through intranuelear matter are gi
ven in the Table. 

Table. Mean and maximum energies oi pions and pro tons lost 
in their passages through intranuclear matter; the kinetic 
energies Eh of the incident hadrons are larger than Eh~Eh D~ 

where D in nucleons/S is the target nucleus diameter and Eh 
in GeV/(nucl/S) is the energy lost by a hadron on the 
intranuclear matter layer as thick as 1 nucl/S~ S ~ 10 fm2

; 

for pions Eh z: E'fr z: 0.180 GeV/ (nucl.r S) ~ for protons Eh = 
~ E ~ ~.360 GeV/(nucl/S)/9/p 

Reaction Energy Energy lost GeV 
GeV 

mean max 

pi + C ~ 1.5 0.5 1.5 
Pi + AI ~ 1. 7 0.7 1.7 
Pi + Cu ~ 2.5 1.1 '2.5 
Pi + W ~ 3.8 1.8 3.8 
Pi + Ta ~ 3.8 1.8 3.8 
Pi + Pb ~ 4 1.9 4 
p + C ~ 2.1 I 2. I 

P + AI ~ 3.4 1.5 3.4 
p + Cu ~ 5 2.2 5 
p + W ~ 7.6 3.6 7.6 
~ + Ta ~ 7.6 3.5 7.6 
p + Pb ~ 7.9 3.7 7.9 

The energies lost in hadron passages are taken away from the 
target'nueleus - by the emitted nueleons, and 80 - in the pas
sages without particle produetion the ineident hadron energy 
eannot be pumped into the target nueleus. 

I 
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In any type events, whenpartieIes are ereated, the energy 
cannot ~y pumped into the target nueleus as well. The angular 
and energy eharaeteristies of the· emitted nueleons are the 
same in stoppings and in any type events/8/. 

As has been seen in experiments, using the target nuelei 
as fine deteetors of the rrofertíes of the particIe produetion 
proeess in statu nascendi 7, 7/, the partiele and resonanee 
produetion proeess goes through intermediate objeets or "ge

I', nerons" ereated in 2 -+ 2 type quasiendoergie reaetions; these 
J obj eets decay Lnt;o usually observed par t í c l as and resonances 

after having left the parent nuelei/ 7/. Quasilinear intranue
lear easeade of the intermediate objects or generons develops 
in the target nueleus massive enough/ 7/, and this way the ener
gy of the ineident hadron is removed from the' volume of the 
target nueleus additionally. 

Within the frames of the pieture of th~ eollision proeess 
of hadrons with atomie nuelei/I8/, ob t a í ned in experi
ments/ 7- 11! , the quagma state of the intranuelear matter ean-' 
not De obtained in hadron-nueleus eollisions; the matter insi
de the nueleus cannot be compressed this way. 

But, the íntermediate objects br generons ean be eonsidered 
as some kiRd of the exeited matter inside the nueleon/ 7/; the 
intermediate objeets can eollide again with the downstream 
nueleons in the target nueleus and their kinetie energy might 
be transferred partly to them for an excitation and partly to 
the primary intermediate objeet for additional exeitation as 
well. In target nuelei massive enough two, three, or more eol
lisions may happen. It seems to be possible to pump energy lar
ge enough to some singIe nueleons only, the exeited nueleons 
eseape the parent nuelei, however. Maybe, at extremely high 
energies, the exçited nueleons in the unidimensional easeade 
of generons/ 7, 18 t can interaet and fuse together into the quag
ma outside the nueleus; this way, many exeited nueleons may ap
pear near one to a~other and fuse together into the quagma. 
But, will they fuse together? It should be proved experimental
ly; it may happen at extremely high energies.ln sueh cases,the 
eharaeteristíes of the outeome in hadron-nueleus eollisions 
should differ from eorresponding eharaeteristies of the outcome 
in usual hadron-nucleus eollisions - without quagma 'produetion. 

In order to identify the transition (I), one should analyse 
some physieal quantities: the muItiplieity of the produeed par
tieles, the transverse momentum of some eollision reaetion pro
duets, the eomposition of the produets, or some other quanti
ties refIeeting the internaI state of the produeed quagma, and 
to investigate them in dependenee on the ,projeetile momentum~ 
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If the obtained dependence will show some irregularity at 
her energies, it will indicate that quagma is produced. 

hig a) 
of 
b) 

Nucleus-nucleus collision may be considered as a composition 
the hadron-nucleus collisions, in a first approximation; 
No any peculiarities have been observed in energy-dependen

ces of characteristics of the outcomes in nuclells-nucleus col

11. Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions lisions, which could be an indicatiQn·on ~n existence of the 
phase transition. 

The knowle~ge about relativistic nucleus-nycleus reactions 
is mainly from ex~eriments at the LEr Eevalac 19,20/, JINR 
Synchrophasotron/ 1/, in Cosmic Rays 22,23/; average multipli 
cities of tpe ~eco~dary particles were studied at Berkeley 
and O~bna/2+-26/. 

Our experimental data at present pn heavy nuclei collisions 
are limited and we are free to speculate about what th~ pro
cess looks like when we go up in energy.A q~alitativ~ picture 
of the heavy ion collision process may be traced/ 27 , 28! from 
comparatively low energy to relativistic energies, this pictu
re is fragmentary and incomplete, however. 

At some hundreds MeV per nucleo,n the projectile as well as 
the target nucleus in a central nucleus-nucleus collision, in 
C+Ag for example, are totnlly desintegrated; the heavily ioni
zing products of the collision reaction are distributed almost 
isotropically. At h~gher energies, at some tens GeV per nuc
leon, in central collisions of nuclei - of Mg ànd Ag for exam
pIe, one observes the heavily ionizing tracks distributed in 
the same manner as in the low energy reaction described above, 
but, additionally, the shower of particles in the forward di
rection, which may contain tracks of the projectile protons 
and of tbe produced pions, is evidently seen; many He partic
les from the projectile may be observed as well. 

The analysis of the experimental data on the nucleus-nuc
leus collisions at about 2-15 GeV/nucleon, and the comparison 
of them with the proton-nucleus collision data, indicate that 
the recoil and temperature of the spectators i~ nucleus-nuc
leus collisions may be only weakly dependent on the nature of 
the incident particle, on the incident energy and on the num
ber of participating nucleons/ 27/; it may indicate that only 
some parts of the nuçlei are involved in the nucleus-nucleus 
collisions. The angular distribution of the projectile spec
tator protons/ 27/ is separated from the distribution of par
ticipant protons/ 27/ and ~roduced pions.The Berkeley and Oubna 
streamer chamber data/ 2 1, 4/ show the dependence of the pro
duced piQn mean multiplicity on the number of participant nuc
leons which act almost as the surface of the participant sys
tem. 

Now, in result of the nucleus-nucleus collision studies, 

') 
In the light of the results presented above, we are in the 

position to think that the passage of a high energy nucleus 
through intranuclear matter should look like the passage of 
a beam of high energy nucleons through the nucleus,and each 
of the beam nucleons behaves itself as sin~le hadron does in 
passing through intranuclear ma,ter - as has been described 
above and in th~ related papers 7,17,18/. . 

But, in high energy nucleus-nucleus col1isions much more ~e
nerons may be produced and fuse together in to the quagma, at 
energies high enough; the events in which quagma might be pro
duced will occur more plen~ifully. In the target nucleus sys
tem, the picture observed when quagma generated will be simi
lar to that in hadron-nucleus collision without quagma genera
tion, but the observed outcome should be expected more inten
sive and spectacular; in the center oE mass system, two cen
ters of produced quagma may appear Erequently! 

The detection of the quagma produced in nucleus-nucleus col
lisioni should be realized in the same way as it is proposed 
in the case when production occurs in hadron-nucleus colli 
s~ons. 

3. CONCLUSIONS ANO REMARKS 

The experimental data on the hadron-nucleus collisions al 
low one to conclude that probably it is impossible to pump the 
energy hign enough to colliding nuclei in order them to fuse 
together and transform into quagma state directly. The quagma 
might be produced only via inte1mediate objects or generons, 
or highly excited nucleons/ 7 , IS , in the way described above 
when many generons produced in hadron-nucleus or in nucleus
nucleus collisions fuse together into the quagma state outsideII "the collision region. 

,)
t~

Within the frames of the picture presented above, the most
 

intensive production of the quagma should be expected at ext

remely high energies in central nucleus-nucleus collisions,
 
if it can be produced at alI. 

In my opinion, the investigations of the "qonfi~n produc
tion" interaction processes in hadron-nucleus/ 7, S and in nu

jt can.be concluded that: 
,7 6 



cleus-nucleuscollisions/ 16/ should be anal y sed , as related I 

1"

II 
to	 the problem in que s t í.ons , as well, additionally to the ex .~ 

periments in w7ic7 quagma is expected to be found. Lately, i, 
some "unusua l," 16 events were observed in the collisions of ,I 
160 and 12C with emulsion nuclei at 2.1 and 4.5 GeV/c/nucleon '/ 
where there is no pion production/ 16/; such event77wgrf 7bs~~
ved inpion- 1 3 1Xe collisions at 2-9 GeV/c momenta ' , 8 . 

'~' 
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CTpyranbCKHH 3. 
Bo3MOJIUIO JIH HaKat~aTb 3HeprHJO B aTOMHDie HApa 
C UOMO~bm aApOHOB H HAep BhlCOKHX 3HeprHH 

El-87-740 

06cy~aeTcH, MOJIUio JIH HaKa'laTb 3HeprBID B aTOMHNe HAPa 
aAPOHaMH HJIH HAPaMH B~COKHX 3HeprH:H. 06cyzAeHHe aeAeTCH 
Ha 'IHCTO 3KCnepHMeHTaJibHOH OCHOBe, 6e3 npHBJie'l:eHHH MOAeJie:H 
AHaJIH3HpymTCH yCJIOBHH, npH KOTOpb~ MO~eT ~Tb noJiyqeHa 
KBarMa B CTOJIKHOBeHHHX aAPOH-HAPO H HApO-HAPO. 

Pa6oTa B~nOJIHeHa B na6opaTopHH B~COKHX 3HeprH:H OHHH. 

Coo61uetnte 06J.eJlHHeHHoro HHCTHT}'T8 RJlepHhlX HCCJJe~OBIUIHit .lly6Ha 1987 

Strugalski Z. El-87-740 
Whether It Is Possible to Pump Energy into 
Atomic Nuclei by High Energy Hadronic 
or Nuclear Projectiles 

In this paper, it is discussed whether it is possible 
to pump energy into atomic nuclei by high energy hadronic 
or nuclear projectiles. The discussion is performed on the 
purely experimental ground, without application of models. 
The conditions are considered at which quagma might be ob-
tained in hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. f ~ 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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